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OA for humanities books is sustainable

● Director of University of Michigan Press
○ Fund to Mission initiative has made 75% of UMP monographs OA in 2023

○ Costs split between: 100+ library supporters, U-M Provost, title subventions, revenue

● Associate University Librarian, Publishing, University of Michigan
○ Lever Press is funded by a consortium of 50+ liberal arts colleges and universities

○ MPS supports both OA (e.g., Amherst) and restricted access (e.g., BAR) publishers

● President, Association of University Presses
○ The Association represents ca. 160 non-profit institutional publishers, mostly small

○ The Path to Open partnership with JSTOR explores delayed access open for books

https://www.fulcrum.org/amherst
https://www.fulcrum.org/barpublishing


Maintain the transition to 75% OA
● Reach 150 library sustainers
● Extend U-M support
● Increase per title funding

2023-2025

Start the transition to 75% OA
● Free to read COVID experiment
● Development of business model
● Support from U-M leadership

2020

Make the transition to 75% OA
● 2023 = 75% (60 books a year)
● 2022 = 50%
● 2021 = 15%

2021-2023

https://ebc.press.umich.edu/invest

University of Michigan Press 
Transitioning “legacy” publisher
Hybrid “S2O-type” model



Lever Press
Born OA, “scaling small”, member-driven

https://www.leverpress.org/

La Princesse de Clèves by Lafayette: A New Translation and Bilingual Pedagog  
Edition for the Digital Age, https://doi.org/10.3998/mpub.12629286

https://doi.org/10.3998/mpub.12629286


Path to Open, operated by JSTOR, overseen by ACLS
Delayed OA and trusted partners support “bibliodiversity”

https://about.jstor.org/path -to-open/ and https://www.acls.org/acls -role-in -path-to-open/

● Academic institutions pay an annual subscription fee to 
access a growing corpus of titles exclusively on JST OR.

● 100 titles will be published in 2023, then 300+ titles 
annually over next few years.

● Only participating libraries will provide institutional 
access to the titles during the first three years after 
publication.

● At the start of the third year following the publication 
date, titles will be converted to open access.

● Publishers receive a guaranteed $5,000 per title at start 
of year following selection.

● Publishers can make their books available in print and 
e-consumer versions.

● T he initiative uses existing channels and relationships 
to make OA easy.

https://about.jstor.org/path-to-open/
https://www.acls.org/acls-role-in-path-to-open/


OA for humanities books is making an impact

Per title use for Michigan OA books is on average 10x higher 
than for similar restricted access books on our own platform
(COUNTER 5 Total Item Requests on Fulcrum during 2022)

Readership for Michigan OA books is global, with wa  
responses from previously disenfranchised readers 
(Map shows geolocation of respondents to survey po-up)



Feedback from Users

“As a scholar from the 
global south where access 
to scholarly literature is 

limited, this is a welcome 
gift.”

“I really appreciate this as 
a reader who does not 

have access to university 
libraries.”

“As a person with visual 
impairment, I found the 
book contents accessible 
with my screen reading 

software.”

“I’m an independent 
scholar with a very small 
budget for academic texts. 

I’m grateful that I can 
access this one so easily.”

“OA improves the quality 
of my life as a retiree who 

likes to read academic 
books.”

“I’m much more likely to 
buy a hardcopy book if I 
can read some or all of it 

first.”



Three “Perverse Incentives” for 
humanities scholarship

“A perverse incentive has an unintended and undesirable 
result that is contrary to the intentions of its designers.”:



1. Funder focus constrains 
what book formats “matter”

“Scholarly publications may include 
peer-reviewed book chapters, 
editorials, and peer-reviewed 
conference proceedings”, OSTP 
memo, August 25, 2022

“A variety of publishing models 
already exist to help cover the cost of 
publishing open access. However, 
many publishers have already 
introduced the Chapter Processing 
Charge (CPC) as their preferred 
publishing model.” Jisc Research for 
UKRI, January 10, 2023

Book chapters fit into the 
workflows of journal 
publishers more seamlessly 
than books. Including read and 
publish agreements.

They are easier to obtain and 
deposit for institutional 
repository managers.

Books presented as a collection 
of parts appear to show higher 
COUNTER usage.

BUT . . .
Peer reviews of edited 
collections focus on 
connections between 
chapters; these scholars 
think at the level of the 
book not chapter.

The systems of smaller 
book publishers are 
generally not set up to 
parcel content at chapter 
level, e.g., abstracts, 
chapter-level DOIs.

https://research.jiscinvolve.org/wp/2023/01/10/open-access-for-book-chapters-event-summary/
https://research.jiscinvolve.org/wp/2023/01/10/open-access-for-book-chapters-event-summary/


2. Publishing labor that scholars need is 
devalued 

An average UMP monograph costs 
$20,000 (staffing and direct costs) 

● Acquisitions =  $7,800
● Manuscript Editorial = $3,600
● Marketing = $4,800
● Design = $2,600
● Production = $1,200

Cut out acquisitions and marketing, the 
average cost is $7,400 (£5,800, € 6,700) 
- but at what price to scholarship?

“Of the 57 books in the study, the average total cost was 
$19,954” July 13, 2022
https://aupresses.org/news/report-the-cost-to-publish-
tome-monographs/

https://aupresses.org/news/report-the-cost-to-publish-tome-monographs/
https://aupresses.org/news/report-the-cost-to-publish-tome-monographs/


Acquisitions editors at work at a disciplinary conference - in 
this case, the Society for American Archaeology meeting.



Apgar: The Disabled Child- “I am so grateful to my editor 
who in addition to providing me brilliant insight on 
developing the manuscript, has been so encouraging and 
wonderful to work with.” 

Irvine: Marginal People in Deviant Places- “I ’m grateful for 
[the acquiring editor’s] unwavering faith in this book and 
my writing process, for her incisive comments on 
multiple drafts, and for generally putting up with me.” 

Scott and Affuso: Sartorial Fandom- “W e could not have 
asked for a better editor or advocate. She has championed 
this project from its inception, and has been a guiding 
light throughout the process.”

https://www.press.umich.edu/12221256/the_disabled_child
https://www.press.umich.edu/11519906/marginal_people_in_deviant_places
https://www.press.umich.edu/12476275/sartorial_fandom


3. Compliance burdens threaten bibliodiversity

Additional considerations for OA books

● Chapter level files and metadata
● DOIs, OR CIDs, R OR s
● R eporting author affiliation
● Explaining and applying CC licenses
● Aggregating, analyzing, sharing usage
● Associated accessibility requirements
● Delivery to OA specific platforms
● Including funder and other data in ONIX
● Navigating different funder rules

Over 50% of Association of University Press 
members have revenue under $1.5 million per year 
and fewer than six staff members.



Thank you

watkinc@umich.edu
@charleswatkinso ebc.press.umich.edu
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